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Abstract
Many animal cells change their shape depending on the stiffness of
the substrate on which they are cultured: they assume small, rounded
shapes in soft ECMs, they elongate within stiffer ECMs, and flatten out
on hard substrates. Cells tend to prefer stiffer parts of the substrate,
a phenomenon known as durotaxis. Such mechanosensitive responses to
ECM mechanics are key to understanding the regulation of biological tis-
sues by mechanical cues, as it occurs, e.g., during angiogenesis and the
alignment of cells in muscles and tendons. Although it is well established
that the mechanical cell-ECM interactions are mediated by focal adhe-
sions, the mechanosensitive molecular complexes linking the cytoskeleton
to the substrate, it is poorly understood how the stiffness-dependent ki-
netics of the focal adhesions eventually produce the observed interdepen-
dence of substrate stiffness and cell shape and cell behavior. Here we show
that the mechanosensitive behavior of single-focal adhesions, cell contrac-
tility and substrate adhesivity together suffice to explain the observed
stiffness-dependent behavior of cells. We introduce a multiscale computa-
tional model that is based upon the following assumptions: (1) cells apply
forces onto the substrate through FAs; (2) the FAs grow and stabilize due
to these forces; (3) within a given time-interval, the force that the FAs
experience is lower on soft substrates than on stiffer substrates due to the
time it takes to reach mechanical equilibrium; and (4) smaller FAs are
pulled from the substrate more easily than larger FAs. Our model com-
bines the cellular Potts model for the cells with a finite-element model
for the substrate, and describes each FA using differential equations. To-
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gether these assumptions provide a unifying model for cell spreading, cell
elongation and durotaxis in response to substrate mechanics.
Classification: Physical Sciences, Applied Mathematics
Keywords: mechanobiology, cell biophysics, multiscale mathematical biology,
cell-based modeling
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Significance statement
Besides molecular signaling, mechanical cues coordinate cell behavior during
embryonic development and wound healing; for example, in tendons cells and
collagen fibers align to optimally support the forces that the tendon experiences.
To this end, cells actively probe their environment and respond to its mechanics.
Key building blocks for such active mechanosensing are the contractile actin
cytoskeleton and the extracellular matrix (ECM), the matrix of fibrous proteins
that glues cells together into tissues (e.g., collagen). Actin is linked to the
ECM by structures called focal adhesions, which stabilize under force. Here
we present a novel mathematical model that shows that these building blocks
suffice to explain the cellular responses to ECM stiffness. The insights advance
our understanding of cellular mechanobiology.
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1 Introduction
Embryonic development, structural homeostasis and developmental diseases are
driven by biochemical signals and biomechanical forces. By interacting with the
extracellular matrix (ECM), a network of fibers and proteins that surrounds cells
in tissues, cells can migrate and communicate with other cells, which contributes
to tissue development. Mechanical interactions between cells and the ECM are
crucial for the formation and function of tissues. By sensing and responding
to physical forces in the ECM, cells change their shape and migrate to other
locations. Here, we show a single, unifying mechanism that suffices to explain
such ECM-mechanics induced cell shape changes and cell migration.
The shape of a wide range of mammalian cell types depends on the stiffness of
the ECM. In vitro, cells cultured on top of soft, two-dimensional ECM substrates
become relatively small and rounded, whereas on top of a stiffer ECM the cells
assume elongated shapes. On ECM of high rigidity, like glass, cells spread out
and flatten. This behavior has been observed for a wide range of cell types,
including endothelial cells [1], fibroblasts [2, 3], smooth muscle cells [4], and
osteogenic cells [5]). Secondly, cells tends to migrate towards stiffer parts of
the ECM, a phenomenon known as durotaxis. Such behavior also occurs for a
wide range of mammalian cell types, including fibroblasts [6], vascular smooth
muscle cells [7] and mesenchymal stem cells [8].
It is still poorly understood what molecular mechanisms regulate such cel-
lular response to ECM stiffness [9]. Cells are able to sense matrix stiffness
through focal adhesions (FAs), multi-molecular complexes consisting of integrin
molecules that mediate cell-ECM binding and force transmission, and an esti-
mated further 100 to 200 protein species that strongly or more loosely associate
with focal adhesions [10, 11, 12]. Among these are vinculin and talin, which
bind integrin to actin stress fibers. Manipulations of FA assembly affects cell
spreading and motility. For instance, a lack of vinculin directly decreases cell
spreading [13] through FA stabilization, even when actin stress fibers are not
affected. Generally, changes in cell polarization were associated with altered
FA response to substrate rigidity (through gene knock-downs) [14]. FA assem-
bly and disassembly has also been associated to cell migration and orientation
[15, 16, 17, 18] in response to the ECM. So, the mechanosensitive growth of FAs
is key to our understanding of how cells respond to ECM stiffness.
Focal adhesions dynamically assemble and disassemble, where the disassem-
bly rate is highest on soft ECMs and is lower on stiffer ECMs [2] leading to
FA-stabilization. This mechanosensitivity of FA dynamics is regulated by FA-
proteins, such as talin and p130Cas. These proteins change conformation in
response to mechanical force [10, 9]. For instance, stretching the structural pro-
tein talin reveales vinculin binding sites, allowing additional vinculin to bind
to focal adhesions [19] and stabilize the FA [20]. Furthermore, integrins such
as α5β1, behave as so-called “catch-bonds” [21]: bonds whose lifetime increase
under force [22]. However, how different mechanosensitive proteins in FAs and
cytoskeletal forces work together to regulate cell spreading, cell shape, and duro-
taxis is still to be elucidated.
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Previous mathematical models have proposed various explanations for the
mechanosensitive behavior of cells. A central idea in these explanations is dy-
namic reciprocity [23]: the cell pulls on the ECM to probe its mechanical re-
sponse. The mechanical resistance of the matrix can either lead the cell to pull
more strongly, or it can change the stability of the focal adhesions. Ni et al.
[24] assume that cells exert stronger traction forces on stiffer ECMs than on
more soft ECMs. The resulting balance between intracellular and extracellular
stresses leads the cell to deform; the deformation is attenuated by an interfacial
energy due to cell-ECM adhesion. This model predicts that cells deform only if
the cell and substrate stiffness are roughly equally stiff, whereas cell spreading
forces are not included in the model. To show how stresses in the ECM can
affect cell polarization, Shenoy et al. [25] argue that deformation of cells can
lead to stress-induced cell polarization of contractility. They show that stress-
induced recruitment of myosin to the actin cytoskeleton can locally increases
contractility, leading to further intracellular stress. The resulting positive feed-
back loop can polarize cells, contributing to cell elongation and durotaxis. In
our own work, we have proposed that cells spread and elongate because of a pos-
itive feedback loop between protrusion forces and strain stiffening of the matrix
[26], a mechanism motivated by the stabilization of focal adhesions on stiff ma-
trices. Similarly, previous models have explained durotaxis. The prevalent idea
in these mathematical models is increased stabilization of focal adhesions at
the stiff side of the cell, which in turn drives intracellular dynamics, leading to
increased traction force [27], modified stress fiber dynamics [28, 29], a bias in
velocity [30], viscous forces and cell stiffening [31], motor protein recruitment
[25], membrane tension [32], enhanced persistence time in stiffer matrices [33],
or cell polarization [34, 35].
Some models integrated explicit kinetics of focal adhesions [36] in cell-based
models to study how force dependent FA assembly regulates cell spreading [37,
38]. In these models the size of the focal adhesion (i.e., the number of cell-
substrate adhesions within it) determines how much force cells apply on the
matrix. These models assumed that on stiff substrates, the experienced stress
promotes stress fiber formation in the cell, allowing it to apply more force on
the focal adhesions. As a result, the focal adhesions grow and the cell can
apply even more force, stabilizing the stress fibers even more, etc. In both these
models, such a feedback between force and focal adhesions makes the cell spread
out. Another hybrid cell and focal adhesion model (that integrated the focal
adhesion growth model in ref. [39]) where the size of the focal adhesions did not
affect the magnitude of cell forces, could not explain increased cell spreading
on stiff matrices [40]. These results suggest that cell spreading is regulated
by a feedback between focal adhesions and traction force. These models could
however not predict how cells elongate as a function of substrate stiffness.
With a hybrid cell and focal adhesion model we propose a focal adhesion
mechanism that unifyingly explains three ECM stiffness-dependent cell behav-
iors: cell spreading, cell elongation, and durotaxis. The model is based on the
following assumptions: (1) focal adhesions are discrete clusters of integrin-ECM
bonds; (2) new bonds are added to the FAs at a constant rate; (3) the unbinding
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rate is suppressed by the tension in the FA, which is due to pulling of stress
fibers [41]; (4) on soft ECMs it takes more time for the tension in the FA to
build up to its maximum value, than on stiff ECMs [42]; therefore, on average,
the unbinding rate in FAs is higher on soft ECMs than on stiff ECMs. (5) As
a result, FAs grow larger on stiff ECMs than on softer ECMs; (6) thus the FAs
detach less easily from the ECM on stiff matrices than on softer ones. (7) Planar
stress reinforces FAs due to recruitment of stabilizing proteins such as vinculin.
We show that, apart from the substrate-stiffness-dependent cell traction
forces proposed in the previous works, an alternative explanation for cell spread-
ing on stiff substrates is that cells build up their forces with a faster rate on stiff
substrates. Interestingly, in our model, a feedback between focal adhesions and
force magnitude, regulates cell elongation (and not cell spreading itself). The
model shows that the range of stiffness on which cells elongate, depends on the
velocity of myosin motor proteins. Finally, simulated cells exhibit durotaxis and
consistent with experimental observations, the durotaxis speed increases with
the slope of the stiffness gradient [7, 8] .
Results
Model development: We based our model on a recently developed hybrid
Cellular Potts - Finite Element framework that has been tested on collective
cell behavior driven by ECM forces [26, 43]. We extended and adapted this
model to include explicit descriptions of focal adhesion dynamics. With this
model, we propose that focal adhesion dynamics can explain cell spreading, cell
elongation and durotaxis in response to substrate stiffness. Figure 1 gives an
overview of the model, showing the flow and feedback between the cell, its focal
adhesions and the elastic substrate it adheres to. Here, we will give a brief
explanation of the model. We refer to the methods section for more details.
Cells: A cell is described as a collection of discrete lattice sites in a cellular Potts
model (CPM), see Figure 1A. Cells in the CPM change shape by iteratively
making extensions and retractions, modeling the formation and break down of
adhesions with the substrate during so-called Monte Carlo time steps (MCS).
We assume that retractions from the substrate are less likely at sites with large
focal adhesions.
Cell traction forces: The cell applies a contractile force upon focal adhesions
that adhere to the matrix. We use the shape of the cell to calculate the contrac-
tile force based on a First Moment of Area (FMA) model [44], see Figure 1B.
This model assumes that the cell acts as a single contractile unit, so that the
resulting forces are pointed towards the center of mass and forces are propor-
tional to the distance to the center of mass. To describe the force dynamics in
time, we adopt a model of Schwarz et al. [42]:
F (t) = Fs(1− exp(−t · v0K
Fs
)),
where v0 is the free velocity of the motor proteins and K the substrate stiffness
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the multiscale CPM. (A) CPM calculates cell shapes in
response to focal adhesions and substrate stresses; (B) calculation of cellular
traction forces based on cell shape and force build-up dynamics; (C) focal adhe-
sion grow according to dynamics of catch-slip bond clusters; and (D) calculation
of substrate stresses due to cellular traction forces.
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and Fs is the stall force. This model assumes that forces build-up towards the
stall force (here, given by the FMA model) with a rate proportional to the
velocity of the myosin motors (that are responsible for force generation) and
the matrix stiffness. So, the more compliant the substrate is, the longer it takes
for a cell to build up this force.
Focal adhesions: We model focal adhesions as clusters of catch-slip bonds,
as proposed by Novikova and Storm [41]. This model is based on experimental
data of one single α5 − β1 integrin, of which the degradation rate of bound
integrins decreases with force. Novikova and Storm then extended their model
to describe the dynamics of a cluster of integrins, one focal adhesion. At each
site of our 2D CPM, we implement the dynamics of one such focal adhesion (see
Figure 1C).
Simulation: A simulation proceeds as follows. We initiate cells in the CPM
(part A of our model). Then, in part B of the model, we let those forces build
up in time for tFA seconds. At the same time, part C of the model is executed.
So as the forces build up, we let the integrin clusters grow simultaneously.
After these tFA seconds, we let the cells move, i.e. perform one timestep in the
CPM. After one timestep of the CPM, we again let the forces build up and the
integrin clusters grow for tFA, and so forth. Parameter values were, if possible,
chosen based on literature and if not, chosen arbitrarily. For the arbitrarily
chosen parameters, we performed parameter variations to study their effects
(see Supplementary Material), which showed that deviations from the default
values do not qualitatively change our results. The default parameter values are
given in Supplementary Table S1.
‘Minimal’ model M1: In a minimal version of our model (called model M1),
we only follow the loop with arrows 1 and 2 in the flowchart, thus excluding the
feedback with matrix stress as depicted in Figure 1D (which is not described
here, but will be describe in a later section where it will be used for the first
time). We start out with model M1, to study how this minimal model translates
to cell spreading.
Catch-bond cluster dynamics suffices to predict cell area as
a function of substrate stiffness
In this section, we show with model M1, that catch-bond dynamics of integrin
clusters suffices to explain cell spreading on elastic substrates. We set up the
simulations as described above and varied the substrate stiffness. Figure 2A
shows the response of cells on substrate of size 500 µm by 500 µm with a
stiffness of 1 kPa, 5 kPa, and 50 kPa after 2000 MCS (≈ 5.5 h) (see also Video
S1). On the most soft substrate of 1 kPa, focal adhesions do not grow and the
cell does not spread. On a slightly stiffer substrate of 5 kPa, focal adhesions have
grown and the cell has significantly increased in size. Increasing the substrate
further also increases the cell area, although from 50 kPa the cell does not seem
to change in size. On stiffer substrates, there are more larger focal adhesions
visible and they seem to accumulate more around the cell membrane, as shown
in the two insets in Figure 2A.
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Figure 2B plots the cell area as a function of substrate stiffness. Cell area
increases from around 2500 µm2 on the softest substrate and plateaus at around
6500 µm2 at a stiffness of 50 kPa. Thus, the cell area has increased more than
2.5 fold on the stiffest substrate compared to the softest substrates. This factor
is consistent with experimental observations [1, 45, 46]. We also investigated if
the model could qualitatively predict spreading dynamics. Figure 2C plots the
cell area as a function of time. The cells quickly increase in size and and reach
their final size after 30 to 60 minutes. Experimental curves of cell area versus
time follow a similar trend [47, 48].
We also investigated the distribution of the integrin cluster sizes. Figure 2D
plots the distribution of the cluster sizes and the median cluster size (average
cluster size is roughly the same). The median cluster size and variance are
unaffected by substrate stiffness, in contrast with experimental observations
[49]. We performed a more detailed analysis of the distribution of integrin
clusters and describe two observations. 1) On stiffer substrates, there are more
larger clusters. For instance, the percentage of focal adhesions with N > 10000
is 20% on 50000 kPa, 15% on 10 kPa and 10% on 5 kPa. 2) On stiffer substrates,
large focal adhesions are found at the cell boundary (Figure 2A for 50 kPa and
Supplementary Figure 1). On soft substrates, large focal adhesions are found
further away from the cell center, where forces had time to build up because
in the bulk of the cell no retractions take place (Figure 2A for 5 kPa and
Supplementary Figure 1).
All in all, the results presented in this section suggest that the catch-slip
bond dynamics of single integrins within focal adhesions suffice to predict cell
area and spreading dynamics from substrates stiffness. Our model shows that
cells can spread due to the intertwined dynamics of force build-up, focal adhesion
growth and cell-matrix adhesion. On soft substrates, forces build up slowly, so
there is not enough time for a focal adhesion to grow to strongly adhere the cell
to the matrix. So, the cell will continuously make extensions and retractions.
In contrast, on stiff substrates, forces build up fast and focal adhesions are able
to grow and extensions have a long lifetime, allowing the cell to spread.
Focal Adhesion strengthening due to matrix stress induces
cell elongation
After having captured, at a qualitative level, the rate of spreading as a function
of substrate stiffness, we now set out to explain the ability of mammalian cells
to elongate on stiff enough substrates. Because the first version of the model
(M1) could not yet explain cell elongation, we aimed to find an additional focal
adhesion mechanism that can explain cell elongation.
Since cell traction forces are transferred to the matrix through the integrins,
stresses develop in the matrix. Such stresses have been observed to affect focal
adhesion assembly [17]. We therefore hypothesized that such a feedback may
explain cell shape changes.
‘Extended’ model M2: We extended our model to Model M2, that includes a
finite element model (FEM) to calculate the matrix stress (Figure 1D) as a result
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Figure 2: Model M1 predictions: Cell area increases with increasing substrate
stiffness. (A) Example configurations of cells at 2000 MCS on substrates of 1,50
and 50 kPa; (B) Cell area as a function of substrate stiffness, shaded regions:
standard deviations over 25 simulations; (C) Timeseries of cell area, shaded
regions: standard deviations over 25 simulations; and (D) distribution of N,
the number of integrin bonds per cluster, all clusters at 2000 MCS from 25
simulations were pooled. We indicate the median. Color coding (C and D): See
legend next to (D).
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of the cell traction forces [26, 43]. So, model M2 follows arrows 1, 3 and 4 in
Figure 1D. We assume that matrix stresses reinforces cell-matrix adhesions. We
model focal adhesion strengthening by reducing the probability of retractions
from the matrix due to matrix stress, i.e. we multiply the energy it takes for a
cell to make a retraction with
1 + p
g(σ(~x′))
σh + g(σ(~x′))
.
Here, parameter p regulates the strengthening and σh its saturation and g(σ(~x
′))
denotes the hydrostatic stress on the lattice site of retraction. Such a strength-
ening due to matrix stress can have various molecular origins. We hypothesize
that this strengthening is due to stretching of the structural protein talin exposes
binding sites for vinculin, which binds to the cytoskeleton and thus strengthens
the actin-integrin linkage [19, 20].
Figure 3A shows representative configurations of cells after running model
M2 (see also Video S2). Similar to model M1, on the most soft substrate (1 kPa),
the cell stays small and round. However, for stiffer substrates, such as 50kPa,
the cell elongates. To quantify cell elongation, we measured the eccentricity
of cells as
√
(1 − b2a2 ) with a and b the lengths of the cell’s major and minor
semi-axes, calculated as the eigenvalues of the inertia tensor. Figure 3B shows
that cells start to slightly elongate on substrates with a stiffness of 10 kPa/20
kPa. On stiffer matrices, 50 kPa and 100 kPa, cells are very much polarized
in shape and large focal adhesions have grown at the tips of the cell. On the
very rigid substrate, the cell is more circular again. So, the eccentricity of cells
has a biphasic dependence on substrate stiffness. We also again quantified the
distribution of the integrin cluster sizes. Figure 3C shows the distribution of
the cluster sizes for the different elastic substrates. The median (which is again
roughly the same as the mean) cluster size does not vary much between substrate
stiffness. The shape of the distributions, however, are more flat and with higher
standard deviation on the substrates where cells have elongated compared to
round cells. The kurtosis is around 2.0 for elongated cells, compared to a kurtosis
around 2.3 for round cells. The standard deviation is around 2700 for elongated
cells, compared to around 1500 for round cells. This more flat distribution of
focal adhesion sizes can be explained as follows. An elongated shape results in
large traction force at the tip of the cells, such that the focal adhesions grow
larger in size at these tips, while at the sides of the cell, the forces are much
smaller and focal adhesion stay small there.
The model explains the process of cell elongation as follows. On sufficiently
stiff matrices, the cell initially starts to spread. The cell continuously makes ran-
dom protrusions, allowing the cell shape to become slightly anisotropic. Around
these cell protrusions, matrix stresses develop, which strengthens cell-matrix ad-
hesion in this region. So, the cell can continue to build up forces, allowing the
focal adhesion to grow larger. In contrast, at site of lower matrix stress, focal
adhesions are more likely to disassemble. At protruding sites, cell traction forces
increase due to an increased distance from the cell centroid. This results in a
breaking of symmetry and the cell starts to elongate due to a positive feedback
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Figure 3: Model M2 predictions: Cells elongate on substrates of intermediate
stiffness. (A) Example configurations of cells at 2000 MCS on substrates of 1,50
and 50 kPa. Colors: hydrostatic stress; (B) Cell eccentricity as a function of
substrate stiffness, shaded regions: standard deviations over 25 simulations; (C)
distribution of N, the number of integrin bonds per cluster, all focal adhesion
at 2000 MCS from 25 simulations were pooled. We indicate the median. Color
coding (C): See legend next to (C).
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loop of force build-up, focal adhesion growth and matrix stress induced adhe-
sion strengthening. On soft matrices, matrix stresses are not high enough to
initiate a symmetry breaking. On the most rigid surface, matrix stresses are too
high, allowing focal adhesions to strengthen equally well such that no symmetry
breaking can occur. So, cell elongation is only possible on substrates with an
optimal rigidity. Similar dynamics of cell spreading followed by a symmetry
breaking has also been observed experimentally [14]. Note that the spindle-like
shapes that cells obtain in our model resembles those observed in vitro [50].
Some parameters, such as p and σh were chosen arbitrarily. So, we tested the
sensitivity of our model M2 to these parameters. Increasing p which regulates
the extent of focal adhesion strengthening by matrix stress, enables cells to
start elongating on softer matrices and also induces cell elongation on the most
rigid surface (Supplementary Figure 2). Variations in σh, which regulates the
saturation of stretch exposed binding sites for vinculin does not greatly affect
model behavior (Supplementary Figure 3). Other parameters might be cell type
specific, such as the lifetime of protrusions tFA (Supplementary Figure 4), extent
of random motility T (Supplementary Figure 5) and the magnitude of traction
forces µ (Supplementary Figure 6). The qualitative behavior is conserved for
variations of these parameters, but all parameters affect the range of substrate
stiffness on which the cell can elongate.
Second version of ‘extended’ model M2: Since previous models proposed
that cell spreading is regulated by a feedback between focal adhesions and
forces, we also investigate what happens if focal adhesions start to apply more
force when subject to matrix stresses. So, instead of letting matrix stresses
strenghten focal adhesions by increasing the detachment energy, we let matrix
stress strengthen the focal adhesions by locally increasing cell traction forces.
To model this, we assume that the stall force increases as a function of matrix
stress, i.e. ~Fs = ~Fs ·
(
1 + p g(σ(~x
′))
σh+g(σ(~x′))
)
. This other feedback mechanism gives
similar results to Figure 3 (see Supplementary Figure 7 and Video S3 for the
results of Model M2-version 2). Such a mechanism can have various molecular
origins. For instance, addition of vinculin through talin stretching can induce
increased traction forces [51]. Stretching forces also induces α-smooth muscle
actin recruitment to stress fibers [52], and myosin motor binding [53].
In conclusion, our model suggests that by applying a force on the matrix, cells
develop an anistropic matrix stress field that can induce a symmetry breaking
of the cell by reinforcing focal adhesion sites. This allows a cell to elongate on
substrates of intermediate stiffness. Such a matrix stress reinforcement can be
from various molecular origins, such as a matrix stress induced focal adhesion
strengthening or increased traction forces.
Motor protein velocity changes stiffness regime on which
cells elongate
The regime of substrate stiffness on which cells spread and elongate varies per
cell type. For instance, neutrophils do not respond to changes of substrate
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stiffness in the range of substrate stiffness where both fibroblasts and endothelial
change in area and shape [48]. To try and understand why this is the case, we
can vary cell related parameters in our model. One cell specific parameter is
the velocity of the myosin motors, which regulates the speed of force build-up.
Many cells express non-muscle myosin II, which exists in isoforms A,B and C
[54]. Other cell types also expresses myosin isoforms such as skeletal, cardiac and
smooth muscle myosin [54]. Different cell types may have different expression
profiles of myosin isoforms [55] and since the velocity of myosin motors varies
among isoforms [56, 57], this may impact the response of cells to matrix stiffness.
Using our model, we study how myosin motor velocity, v0, can impact cell shape.
We study a range from 10 nm/s, corresponding to non-muscle myosin II B [56])
to 1000 nm/s, corresponding to muscle myosin [58].
Figure 4A and B shows the cell configurations for a slow (10 nm/s) and
fast motor velocity (1000 nm/s), compared to the default value of 100 nm/s as
shown in Figure 3A, respectively. This shows that cells with slow motors do not
spread significantly and do not elongate, even on stiffer substrates. In contrast,
cells with fast motors already spread more and elongate on softer matrices.
We quantified this further by running 25 simulations for each combination of
substrate stiffness and motor velocity. Figure 4B and Figure 4C plot the cell
area and eccentricity, respectively, as a function of motor protein velocity. With
the fastest velocity tested here (1000 nm/s), cell area saturates already at 5
kPa and cells elongate on a larger stiffness regime (5 kPa - 100 kPa). With the
slowest motor velocity (10 nm/s), cells do not elongate at all, while they still
spread well on stiff matrices. This is explained as follows. Decreasing v0 is very
similar to decreasing the stiffness of the substrate, because they both contribute
to the rate of force build-up in the same way, given by |
~Fs|
v0K
. So, in terms of
cell area, cells with slower motor proteins would obtain a larger spreading area
at stiffer matrices. However, they are not able to elongate because forces are
not built up fast enough to generate high enough matrix stress that induces the
focal adhesion strengthening.
So, in summary, we predict that cells with faster motor proteins start spread-
ing/elongating at softer substrates, while cells with slower motor proteins need
a stiffer substrate to instigate a response.
Durotaxis explained by a bias in integrin clustering
On substrates with a stiffness gradient, cells move up the stiffness gradient, a
phenomena called durotaxis. Cells may durotact by sending out protrusions
which better stick to stiff substrates because focal adhesions grow on stiff sub-
strates [6, 59]. Here, we investigate if force induced focal adhesion growth is
sufficient to reproduce durotaxis. We simulated durotaxis by placing an initial
circular cell with its center at x=y=250 µm on a lattice of 1250 µm by 500 µm
for 10000 MCS (≈ 28h). In the x-direction, we let the stiffness increase from
1 kPa to 26 kPa, so with a slope of 20 Pa/µm. Figure 5A plots ten different
trajectories of the cell, showing that most cells have moved significantly in the
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Figure 4: Range of stiffness on which cells elongate depends on myosin motor
velocity. Model M2 was used. (A) Example configurations of cells at 2000 MCS
on substrates of 1,50 and 50 kPa with motor velocity 10 nm/s; (B) Example
configurations of cells at 2000 MCS on substrates of 1,50 and 50 kPa with motor
velocity 1000 nm/s. Colors (A-B): hydrostatic stress; (C) Mean cell area as a
function of motor velocity, error bars: standard deviations over 25 simulations;
(D) Mean cell eccentricity as a function of motor velocity, error bars: standard
deviations over 25 simulations.
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Figure 5: Durotaxis as a result of integrin catch-bond dynamics. (A) Ten
trajectories of durotacting cells on a matrix with slope 20 kPa/ µ m; (B) Cell
speed as a function of the slope of the stiffness gradient.
x-direction, up the stiffness gradient. One realization is shown in Video S4.
Cells, on average, move in the x-direction with a constant speed of around 4.3
µm/h, measured as the slope of the x-coordinate of the cell from 25 simulations.
Vincent et al. [8] found speeds of 6.2 µm/h with gradient slope 10 Pa/µm in
vitro for mesenchymal stem cells. In our model, how far cells can move up the
gradient, depends on the flexibility and motility of the cell. We varied λ, the
Lagrangian multiplier of the area constraint, controlling cell flexibility, and the
cellular temperature T , and found that both affect cell speed (Supplementary
Figure 8).
In the CPM, cell movement is a result of subsequent protrusions and re-
tractions. In stiffer areas the focal adhesions grow larger, so that retraction are
more likely to be made at more flexible parts of the matrix. As a result, the cell
moves up the stiffness gradient. So, naturally, one would expect that durotaxis
depends on the slope of the stiffness gradient. Figure 5B shows the speed of the
cell as a function of the slope of the stiffness gradient. Indeed, simulated cells
move faster up the gradient if the slope is steeper, as observed in experimental
conditions [8, 7]. This is because the difference in focal adhesion growth between
the front and the back of the cell is larger with a higher slope, causing a larger
bias. We suspect that the durotaxis speed saturates at steep slopes, because
the growth rate of focal adhesions is limited.
In conclusion, durotaxis is an emergent behavior in our model, cells exhibit
durotaxis as a result of a biased growth of focal adhesions. A cell can build up
forces faster on stiffer matrices, allowing focal adhesions to grow larger here.
So, the cell better attaches at the stiffer part and will retract at the softer side.
As a result, the cell moves up the stiffness gradient.
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Discussion
We have presented a multiscale computational model to show that force induced
focal adhesion dynamics can explain 1) cell area increasing with substrate stiff-
ness (Figure 2A-B), 2) cell elongation on substrates of intermediate stiffness
(Figure 3A-B) and 3) durotaxis (Figure 5A). The model described cells spread-
ing on an elastic substrate via focal adhesions, which are modelled as integrin
clusters. Cells applied traction forces on integrin clusters, which grow accord-
ing to catch-slip bond dynamics [41]. In this model, the disassembly of focal
adhesions decreases with force. How fast a cell in our model can build up this
force was assumed to depend on the stiffness of the matrix, based on a model by
Schwarz et al. [42]. On soft matrices, forces build up slowly such that integrin
clusters do not have enough time to grow, while on stiff matrices forces build
up fast such that integrin clusters can grow in size. Because we assumed that
larger focal adhesions detach less likely from the substrate than smaller ones,
cell spreading area increased on stiffer substrates (Figure 2B). If we included
a feedback between matrix stresses and cell-matrix adhesive forces, simulated
cells were able to elongate (Figure 3A-B). The model suggests that the range of
substrate stiffness on which cells elongate depends on the velocity of the myosin
molecular motors, which determine the rate of force build-up. Cells with higher
motor protein velocity started to elongate on softer matrices (Figure 4). Finally,
our model explains durotaxis as a bias in focal adhesion growth on stiffer matri-
ces. Because extensions are more likely to stick at these regions and retractions
are more likely to be made on the softer side, cells obtain a bias in cell motility
up the stiffness gradient (Figure 5A). Our model predicted that cell velocity
increases with the slope of the stiffness gradient (Figure 5B), which compares
well with experimental data [7, 8]. The spreading dynamics in our model also
qualitatively compare well with in vitro dynamics: the spreading dynamics in
Figure 2C are similar to spreading area curves found in vitro [47, 48] and the
dynamics of cell elongation (Movie S1) resemble in vitro observations [14].
Mechanisms driving cell elongation
We hypothesized that the stabilization of focal adhesions by matrix stress is
due to stretching of talin. Stretching of talin exposes vinculin binding sites
[19] and vinculin in turn binds the focal adhesion to the cytoskeleton, which
strengthens cell-matrix adhesion [20]. Our model suggests that this might reg-
ulate cell elongation. In agreement with this observation, vinculin regulates cell
elongation on glass substrates [13]. We could attempt to further unravel how
vinculin drives cell elongation by studying vinculin depleted cells on substrates
of different stiffness, or by adapting talin in such a way that vinculin cannot
bind as a result of talin stretching.
Interestingly, our model suggests that cells can also elongate if matrix stress
induces an increase in cell traction forces (Supplementary Figure 7). This mech-
anism can be justified by two experimental observations; 1) vinculin increases
cell traction forces [51] and 2) stressing focal adhesions induces α-smooth mus-
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cle actin recruitment to stress fibers that in turn increases traction forces [52].
Experimental testing can be done to elucidate which mechanism might be re-
quired for cell elongation, since our model does not differentiate between these
two and vinculin adhesion strengthening.
Our model also predicts that cells elongate on different ranges of substrate
stiffness, due to different velocities of their myosin motors (Figure 4). This could
explain why different cell types elongate on different stiffness regimes [48, 60], as
they might express different isoforms of myosin motors. Many studies of different
types of cells on compliant substrates have been performed, but often either the
range of substrate stiffness tested differs or the type of matrix (i.e. type of
ligand, ligand density, or gel type) is different. Therefore, spreading of different
cell types cannot be compared one to one. Model validation would benefit
from more systematic in vitro experiments of different cell types on compliant
matrices. To then confirm this model prediction, it could be measured which
isoform of myosin the cells express. There are some experiments that seem to
support our model prediction. For instance, cell elongation is promoted in Dlc1
deficient ovarian tumour [61]. Dlc1 leads to increases of phosphorylation level
of nonmuscle IIA mysosin [61], which suggests that an increase in motor protein
velocity indeed enables cells to elongate more. Furthermore, cells treated with
blebbistatin on stiff matrices obtain phenotype as if they are on a soft matrix
[62], while upregulating myosin gives opposite results. In this paper by Jiang et
al. [62] it was suggested that the actomyosin pulling speed produce has a similar
effect on integrin stem cell lineage specification (which is highly associated with
cell shape [63]) as the effective spring constant of the substrate.
Focal adhesion regulation of cell spreading
In our model, we have differentiated between integrin size dependent focal adhe-
sion strength and focal adhesion strength reinforcement by structural proteins,
which have been observed experimentally to be different mechanisms [64]. The
strength of our model is that we can directly associate cell response to matrix
stiffnes with mechanisms at the level of focal adhesions. Previous mathematical
models were often based on how matrix stiffness influences mechanisms at the
cellular level. The assumptions on how matrix stiffness affect cellular dynamics
were however often motivated by a change in focal adhesion dynamics (stiffness
sensing: [65, 24, 66, 67], durotaxis: [27, 30, 32, 34].) Similarly, the mechanism
for cell spreading proposed in our previous work [26], was based on focal ad-
hesion dynamics and depends on cell traction and cell adhesion [68]. In this
previous model, we suggested that protrusions are more likely to stick and pro-
trude to highly strained matrices that have strain-stiffened. This was motivated
by the experimental observation that cells more efficiently build up forces on
stiff matrices, which enables stabilization of focal adhesions [2].
Cell based models including mechanosensitive focal adhesions have been used
to study cell behavior (for instance, stepping locomotion [69] and cell migration
under the influence of external cues [70]). In terms of cell spreading, hybrid
cell-focal adhesion models suggested that cell spreading requires focal adhesions
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to upregulate cell forces [37, 38]. In our model, such a feedback is only required
for cells to elongate but not for an increase in cell spreading area. In line with
this view, the model by Stolarska et al. [40] suggested that the mechanosensitive
growth of focal adhesions alone could not explain increased cell spreading on
stiff matrices [40] because increased cell contraction on stiff matrices resists cell
spreading. In contrast to these previous models, our model suggests that a more
rapid build up of forces on stiff matrices, allows focal adhesions to stabilize
enough to enable cell spreading and no increased traction force is required.
Cells in our model are able to spread on rigid matrices without focal adhesion
reinforcement of cell traction forces, because the adhesion strength of large focal
adhesions resist cell retractions on stiff matrices.
Focal adhesion regulation of durotaxis
We also compare our results to recent hybrid cell-focal adhesion models that
were used to study durotaxis. In the model by Yu et al. [34], the number of
focal adhesions was assumed to be higher on stiff substrates and the distribution
of focal adhesions was assumed to be more narrow on stiff substrates. Both the
number and distribution of focal adhesion then controlled the deviation from
the direction of motion: on stiff matrices cells move more persistent, causing it
to durotact. Recently, it was also proposed that cells durotact by tugging on
the matrix and then polarizing towards areas that the cell perceives as stiff [35].
So, both these models suggest that the mechanosensitivity of focal adhesions
drive durotaxis by polarizing the cell. Feng et al. [71] showed that if focal ad-
hesion degradation is higher in the back than in the front and focal adhesions
mature under applied force, then a cell can durotact. Based on experimental
observations, Novikova and et al., presumed that cells move more persistently
on stiffer substrates and showed that a persistent random walk can reproduce
durotaxis [33]. In contrast to previous models, our model suggests that duro-
taxis emerges from the mechanosensitive growth of focal adhesions and that no
inherent polarized or persistent cell migration is required.
Model limitations
A limitation of our model is that it cannot accurately predict increasing focal
adhesion sizes as a function of substrate stiffness (see Figure 2D), while this has
been observed experimentally [14]. This may be explained by modeling choices.
In the CPM, cells only make retractions at the boundary of the cell, so in the
middle of the cell, integrin clusters continue to grow even on soft matrices.
Also, there is a fixed pool of free integrin bonds, making the growth rate of
new focal adhesions to go down due to existing focal adhesions. Furthermore,
our lattice based model does not define spatial effects in integrin clustering.
In reality, small clusters may merge into larger adhesions and the availability
of integrins that can bind to ECM, active integrin, is spatially and temporally
regulated. Cells produce integrins, that diffuse and are activated within the
cell. This activation of integrin depends on interaction with other proteins,
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such as talin [72] and vinculin [73]. Furthermore, Stretching of p130cas induces
its phosphorylation, which in turn activates the small GTPase Rap1 [74] which
activates integrins [75]. So, to better reproduce focal adhesion growth in future
models, we can include other relevant mechanisms such as diffusion and the
activation of integrins [36, 76, 72, 38]. However, because we were interested in
cell shape in this work, which can be predicted with our model, we find the level
of detail of focal adhesion dynamics sufficient at the moment.
Conclusion
In summary, we propose that the mechanosensitive response of molecules in
focal adhesions suffice to explain the response of cells to matrix stiffness. In
agreement with experimental observations, cells spread more on stiff matrices
and obtain an elongated shape if the matrix is stiff enough. Furthermore, cells
durotact and move faster with steeper stiffness gradients. This model paves the
way to study how specific molecular mechanisms within focal adhesions impact
cell and tissue level responses to matrix mechanics. This can give rise to new
targets of treatment and the design of tissue engineering experiments.
Methods
We developed a multiscale model where cell movement depends on force induced
focal adhesion dynamics. The model couples a cell-based model, substrate model
and focal adhesion model in the following way. The Cellular Potts Model (CPM)
describes cell movement. The shape of the cell is used to describe the stall
forces that the cell exerts on the focal adhesions attached to a flexible substrate.
These forces affect the growth of the focal adhesions. We assume that focal
adhesions are clusters of integrins that behave as catch-slip bonds. Its dynamics
are described using ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Finally, we assume
that the cell-matrix link is strengthened by matrix stresses, which we calculate
using a finite element model (FEM). The default parameter values are described
in Supplementary Table S1.
Cellular Potts Model
To simulate cell movement, we used the Cellular Potts Model (CPM) [77]. The
CPM describes cells on a lattice Λ ⊂ Z2 as a set of connected lattice sites. Since
the simulations in this article are limited to one cell, we describe the CPM here
for a single cell. To each lattice site ~x ∈ Λ a spin s(~x) ∈ {0, 1} is assigned. This
spin value indicates if ~x is covered by the cell, s(~x) = 1, or not, s(~x) = 0. Thus
the cell is given by the set,
C = {~x ∈ Λ|s(~x) = 1}. (1)
The cell set C evolves by dynamic Monte Carlo simulation. During one Monte
Carlo Step (MCS), the algorithm attempts copy a spin value s(~x) from a source
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site ~x into a neighboring target site ~x′ from the usual Moore neighbourhood.
Such copies mimic cellular protrusions and retractions. During an MCS, N copy
attempts are made, with N the number of lattice sites in the lattice. Whether
a copy is accepted or not depends on a balance of forces, which are represented
in a Hamiltonian H.
A copy is accepted ifH decreases, or with a Boltzmann probability otherwise,
to allow for stochasticity of cell movements:
P (∆H) =
{
1 if ∆H + Y < 0
e−(∆H+Y )/T if ∆H + Y ≥ 0. (2)
Here ∆H = Hafter−Hbefore is the change in H due to copying, and the cellular
temperature T ≥ 0 determines the extent of random cell motility. Furthermore,
Y denotes a yield energy, an energy a cell needs to overcome to make a move-
ment. Finally, to prevent cells from splitting up into disconnected patches, we
use a connectivity constraint that always rejects a copy if it would break apart
a cell in two or more pieces.
Following Ref. [78], we use the following Hamiltonian:
H = λA2︸︷︷︸
contraction
+
∑
neighbours(~x,~x′)
J(s(~x), s(~x′))
︸ ︷︷ ︸
line tension
− λC A
Ah +A︸ ︷︷ ︸
cell-matrix adhesion
. (3)
The first term of H denotes cell contraction, where A is the area of the cell and λ
is the corresponding Lagrange multiplier. In the second term, J(s(~x), s(~x′) are
the adhesive energy between two sites ~x and ~x′ with spins s(~x) and s(~x′). When
taking a sufficient large neighborhood, the second term describes a line tension,
as it approximates the perimeter of a cell [79]. We take a neighborhood radius
of 10 for this calculation. The third term describes the formation of adhesive
contacts of cells with the substrate, where the bond energies lower the total
energy [78], causing the cells to spread. The parameter λC is the corresponding
Lagrange multiplier. The energy gain of occupying more lattice sites saturates
with the cell area, as the total number of binding sites is limited. The parameter
Ah regulates this saturation.
To describe cell-matrix binding via focal adhesions, we implement the fol-
lowing yield energy in the CPM
Y = λN
N(~x′)−N0
Nh +N(~x′)
· 1s(~x′)=1 · 1s(~x)=0, (4)
where N(~x′) is the size of the focal adhesion at the target site. This models
that a retraction is energetically costly for a cell to make, because it needs
to break the actin-integrin connection. We assume that the size of the actin-
integrin link is proportional to the size of the focal adhesion, i.e. the number
of integrin bonds [80], and that the strength of a focal adhesion saturates [20]
with a parameter Nh. The substraction of N0 represents that a focal adhesion
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only creates extra linkage if it is greater than a nascent adhesion. Note that
the Y can not become negative, because we assume that focal adhesions smaller
than N0, a nascent adhesion, breaks down due to its short lifetime, see section
‘Focal Adhesions’. So, only focal adhesions larger than N0 create a yield energy.
In section ‘Substrate stresses’, we further adapt this yield energy to describe a
matrix stress induced focal adhesion reinforcement.
Cell traction forces
Following Schwarz et al. [42], we assume that traction forces are generated by
myosin molecular motors on the actin fibers, of which the velocity is given by
v(~F ) = v0
(
1− ~F/ ~Fs
)
, (5)
where v0 is a free velocity. The traction forces are applied to the ECM, which
we assume is in plane stress. The constitutive equation is given by h~∇σ = ~F
where σ is the ECM stress tensor and h is the thickness of the ECM. We assume
that the ECM is isotropic, uniform, linearly elastic and we assume infinitesimal
strain theory. We solve this equation using a Finite Element Model (FEM) (see
section ‘Substrate stresses’). In the FEM, traction field ~f and ECM deformation
~u are related by:
K~u = ~f, (6)
where K is the global stiffness matrix given by assemblying the local stiffness
matrices Ke for each lattice site e
Ke = h
∫
BT
E
1− ν2
1 ν 0ν 1 0
0 0 1−ν2
B, (7)
where B is the conventional strain-displacement matrix for a four-noded quadri-
lateral element [81] and E is the Young’s modulus and ν is the Poisson’s ratio
of the ECM. For more details on this part of the model, we refer to our previous
work [26, 43].
Following Schwarz et al. [42], the force build-up is given by the ODE:
K~v(~f) =
d~f
dt
, (8)
The matrix K describes force interactions between neighbouring nodes in the
ECM. However, since solving this equation is expensive, we ignore the interac-
tions between neighbouring sites, i.e., we reduce K to a scalar for each site ~x.
This gives us,
~F (~x, t) = ~Fs(~x) + (~F0(~x)− ~Fs(~x)) exp(−t/tk), (9)
where ~F0 is the force already exerted by the actin and tk =
|~Fs|
v0K
. Here, K is given
by the diagonal entry of K at site ~x, i.e. the stiffness of this node, neglecting
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changes in local stiffness due to connections to neighbouring nodes described
in the off-diagonal entries of K. Since the cell configuration and therefore the
traction forces change each MCS, the tension on the focal adhesions does not
build up from zero, but from the tension that was built up during the previous
MCS: ~F0 at the current MCS is given by ~F (tFA) of the previous MCS.
To calculate the stall force of the actin fibers, ~Fs, we employ the empirical
first-moment-of-area (FMA) model [44]. This model infers the stall forces from
the shape of the cell of the CPM, based on the assumption that a network of
actin fibers in the cell acts as a single, cohesive unit,
~Fs(~x) =
µ
A
∑
{~y∈C|[~y~x]⊂C}
~x− ~y. (10)
So, the force at site ~x is calculated as the sum of forces between ~x and all other
sites ~y within cell C that are connected to ~x (this sum excludes line segments
[~y~x] running outside the cell that occur if the shape of cell C is non-convex).
The force is assumed to be proportional to the distance between the sites. We
divide over the cell area A such that force increases roughly linear with cell area,
as experimentally observed [50].
Focal adhesions
At each lattice site occupied by the cell, ~x ∈ C, a focal adhesion is modeled
as a cluster of bound integrin bonds N . Each individual integrin bond behaves
as a catch-slip bond, whose lifetime is maximal under a positive force [41].
Accordingly, the growth of a cluster of such bonds is described by the ODE-
model derived by Novikova and Storm [41],
dN(~x, t)
dt
= γNa(t)
(
1− N(~x, t)
Nb
)
− d(φ(~x, t))N(~x, t) (11)
with γ is the binding rate of integrins to the ECM, Na the number of free bonds,
and Nb the maximum number of bound bonds a lattice site can contain. This
logistic growth term is a slight adaptation compared to Novikova and Storm [41].
This additional term was added to avoid packing more integrins in a lattice site,
than the size of a lattice site (∆x2) can accomodate for. The degradation of the
focal adhesions d(φ) depends on the tension φ on the focal adhesion N . This
degradation rate is given by
d(φ(~x, t)) = exp
(
φ(~x, t)
N(~x, t)
− φs
)
+ exp
(
− φ(~x, t)
N(~x, t)
+ φc
)
(12)
where φs and φc describe the slip and catch bond regime in N/m
2, respectively.
Here, φ(~x, t) = |
~F (~x,t)|
∆x2 is the stress applied to the lattice site of the focal adhe-
sion. We assume that the number of free bonds Na is limited by the number
of available integrin receptors in the entire cell, Nm. These Nm receptors can
be recruited to each focal adhesion site and enable binding of a bond. Thus,
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Na(t) = Nm −
∑
~x∈C N(~x, t). We let the focal adhesions grow after each MCS
for tFA seconds with time increments of ∆tFA. If there is no pre-existing focal
adhesion at site ~x ∈ C, we set N(~x) = N0, so that at this site, a new initial ad-
hesion is formed. This assumption represents the generation of focal complexes
or nascent adhesions, precursors of focal adhesions that contain a small amount
of integrins and have a very short lifetime[82]. Also, after the focal adhesions
were allowed to grow, i.e. after t = tFA seconds, we set all N(~x) < N0 back to
N(~x) = N0, again modeling the quick (re)generation of nascent adhesions.
When a site ~x is removed from the cell C after a retraction, such that
s(~x) = 0, we set N(~x) = 0 reflecting the destruction of the focal adhesion. We
assume that if a cell extends, i.e. a site ~x is added to the cell C, a nascent
adhesion is formed: we set N(~x) = N0.
Substrate stresses
The forces that were build up during a MCS, ~F (tFA) are applied as planar forces
to a finite element model (FEM). The FEM calculates the stress tensor σ(~x) on
each lattice site. We assume that the integrin-cytoskeletal adhesion strengthens
as a result of stress. We define
g(σ) =
{
1
2 (σxx + σyy) if
1
2 (σxx + σyy) ≥ 0
0 if 12 (σxx + σyy) < 0
(13)
the positive hydrostatic stress of the stress tensor that describes how much stress
the focal adhesion experiences. Now, we extend the yield energy as follows:
Y = λN
N(~x′)−N0
Nh +N(~x′)
·
(
1 + p
g(σ(~x′))
σh + g(σ(~x′))
)
· 1~x′∈C · 1~x/∈C (14)
We thus assume that stress strengthens the focal adhesions, with parameter p
and that this strengthening saturates with parameter σh.
Stiffness gradient
To study durotaxis, we model a stiffness gradient in the x-direction on a lattice
of 1250 µm by 500 µm. The Young’s modulus of the substrate E(Pa) is given
by E(x) = max{1, 6000+(x−250) · slope}, with x in µm, such that the Young’s
modulus at the center of the cell at time t = 0 is 6000 Pa and is nonzero. The
default value for the slope is 20 Pa/µm.
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Supporting Material
Supplementary methods
In the main text, we proposed that matrix stress induces focal adhesion strength-
ening but noted that matrix stress might also reinforce cell contractility. Sup-
plementary Figure7 shows the results of having ~Fs = ~Fs ·
(
1 + p g(σ(~x
′))
σh+g(σ(~x′))
)
instead of focal adhesion strengthening as described in the main text. Since
matrix stresses are defined on the lattice sites while forces are defined on the
nodes of the lattice, we needed to assume some interpolation. We choose to take
~Fs = ~Fs · 1
4
∑
surrounding4nodes
(
1 + p
g(σ(~x′))
σh + g(σ(~x′))
)
. (15)
Supplementary videos
Video S1 Cell spreading on substrates of 1,5 and 50kPa (Model 1).
These are time series of Figure 2A of 500 MCS,.
Video S2 Cell spreading on substrates of 1,5 and 50kPa (Model 2-version1).
These are time series of Figure 3A of 500 MCS,.
Video S3 Cell spreading on substrates of 1,5 and 50kPa (Model 2-version2).
These are time series of Figure S7A of 500 MCS.
Video S4 Cell durotacting on substrate with rigidity gradient 20 Pa/µm .
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parameter description value unit value was
CPM
∆x lattice site width 2.5 µm chosen
λ area constraint/cell
stiffness
0.0002 N/m per lattice
site2
chosen
J(0, cell) adhesive energy 3000 Nm per lattice
site
chosen
nbo neighbourhood ra-
dius for adhesive
energy
10 - estimated based
on accuracy of line
tension [79]
λC adhesion strength 600 Nm per lattice
site
chosen
Ah area saturation 1000 lattice sites chosen
λN focal adhesion
strength
4 Nm chosen
p actin-integrin
strength
1 - chosen
σh saturation actin-
integrin binding
5000 N/m2 chosen
T cellular tempera-
ture
2 Nm chosen
Forces
µ traction magnitude 0.001 Nm per lattice
site
estimated based on
endothelial traction
stresses [1]
v0 free velocity of
myosin molecules
100 nm/s estimated based on
non-muscle myosin
IIB [56, 58]
E Young’s modulus 10000 N/m2 varies
ν Poisson’s ratio 0.45 - chosen
τ substrate thickness 10 µm [83]
FA’s
γ growth rate 0.05 /s estimated [41]
N0 size initial adhesion 5000 - estimated based on
nascent adhesions
[82]
Nm maximum free
bonds
8000000 - chosen
Nb maximum size focal
adhesion
39062 - estimated based on
number of integrins
that fit in one lat-
tice site [82]
φs slip tension 4.02 pN/m
2 [41]
φc catch tension 7.76 pN/m
2 [41]
tFA focal adhesion
growth time
10 s estimated based on
protrusion lifetimes
[84]
∆tFA time steps 0.01 s chosen
Table S1. Parameter values.
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Figure S1. The number of integrin bonds per cluster (N) in model M1 as a
function of distance from the cell center. All clusters at 2000 MCS from 25
simulations were pooled. Shaded regions show standard deviations.
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Figure S2. Model sensitivity to actin-integrin strength p. (A) Cell area as
a function of substrate stiffness, shaded regions: standard deviations over 25
simulations; (B) Cell eccentricity as a function of substrate stiffness, shaded
regions: standard deviations over 25 simulations.
Figure S3. Model sensitivity to saturation value for actin-integrin strength σh.
(A) Cell area as a function of substrate stiffness, shaded regions: standard
deviations over 25 simulations; (B) Cell eccentricity as a function of substrate
stiffness, shaded regions: standard deviations over 25 simulations.
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Figure S4. Model sensitivity to focal adhesion growth time tFA. (A) Cell area
as a function of substrate stiffness, shaded regions: standard deviations over
25 simulations; (B) Cell eccentricity as a function of substrate stiffness, shaded
regions: standard deviations over 25 simulations.
Figure S5. Model sensitivity to cellular temperature T . (A) Cell area as a
function of substrate stiffness, shaded regions: standard deviations over 25 sim-
ulations; (B) Cell eccentricity as a function of substrate stiffness, shaded regions:
standard deviations over 25 simulations.
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Figure S6. Model sensitivity to traction force magnitude µ. (A) Cell area as
a function of substrate stiffness, shaded regions: standard deviations over 25
simulations; (B) Cell eccentricity as a function of substrate stiffness, shaded
regions: standard deviations over 25 simulations.
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Figure S7. Cells elongate on substrates of intermediate stiffness. Model M2 was
used where matrix stress reinforces traction force ~Fs with p = 5. (A) Example
configurations of cells at 2000 MCS on substrates of 1,50 and 50 kPa. Col-
ors: hydrostatic stress; (B) Cell eccentricity as a function of substrate stiffness,
shaded regions: standard deviations over 25 simulations; (C) distribution of N,
the number of integrin bonds per cluster, all focal adhesion at 2000 MCS from
25 simulations were pooled. We indicate the median. Color coding (C): See
legend next to (C).
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Figure S8. Durotaxis speed in µm/h as a function of cell stiffness λ and cellular
temperature T . Values: mean ± standard deviation over 25 simulations.
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